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Clothes from North Raleigh Ministries Thrift Shoppe
I have made many recent clothing purchases from what I consider a cool thrift shop in my
area ran by North Raleigh Ministries. The About section of their Facebook page informs of a
mission of this organization to include offering aid to neighbors dealing with personal difficulties
(Facebook for North Raleigh Ministries).
Per their website, shopping here makes a positive difference. Purchases from their store
help neighbors in the community. The help this non-profit organization provides includes basic
essentials such as food, rent, and utilities and housing assistance. They advertise of providing a
unique selection of items, including quality used clothing (North Raleigh Ministries, 2018).
“Color of the Week Special Prices” adds to the Bargain Adventure
The thrift shop indicates the current specials with a colored price tag. Recent price
specials, this week November 12th -17th, was for items with green tags. Clothes with the tag
color of the week are 50% off Monday through Friday. On Saturday, all specially marked items
are $1.00.
For example, dresses are typically $9.99. If they are the special weekly color, the charge
is $4.99, until Friday. On Saturday, you can purchase a really nice dress for $1.00. Saturday the
store is more crowded, but the payoff is lower prices.
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I feel I can buy more clothes without feeling too guilty about my budget, especially if I
find choices of the special color. Purchases in the last month week were some items of basic
black, including skirts and tops. I have also bought several skirts with stripes and flowers. Even
though I own several of similar wardrobe pieces already, I justify the bargain to have a few more
on hand. It does add convenience when getting ready quickly every day for work to have plenty
of tops to mix and match with skirts.
Inviting Atmosphere of the Thrift Store Encourages My Visits
This thrift store is a place for me to stop after work to relax while looking for cute
clothes. The store environment is festive, colorful, and inviting. They have pretty clothes set up
on mannequins throughout the store, appropriate for the season or an upcoming holiday. I have
made several clothes selections as they grabbed my attention from being displayed in a highlighted manner. The thrift store is one of my happy places. Clothes purchases made here make
me feel connected to bright cheerful colors, symbolic of fun and happiness.
Self-Definition Reflected in Consumer Clothes Purchase Choices
Consumers include many of their personal possessions, including clothes choices, as a
means of self expression. People’s purchase observations and decisions shape thoughts rather
than thoughts shaping buying habits. A person’s choice of clothing reflects their identity
(Solomon, 2017).
According to Personality and Self Concept article on perceptionofthecustomer.blogspot.com, John Holland categorized personalities into six types. Of the groups and characteristics
discussed in this article, my personality type is more artistic, which includes traits of creativity,
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independence, and chaos (Tapsell, 2010).
Brand Attraction Based on Personalities Types
Another way to classify personalities discussed by this resource included brand personality framework by Jennifer Aaker. Per this theory, personality can influence the type of brand and
products that are appealing to an individual. Sincerity (involving honesty, cheerfulness, and
down-to-earth traits) is the brand described by Aaker that the thrift store promotes that attracts
my personality (Tapsell, 2010).
Research indicates clothing is particularly associated with people’s behavior regarding
how they perform work. A study indicates that people act according to what is symbolically expected with the uniform they wear. For example, a study indicated increased performance on
tasks that required attention to detail and precision when participants were wearing a garment
labeled as a doctor’s lab coat. An interesting note from this study was if the respondents were
informed the coat was for a painter instead of a doctor, they altered their behavior accordingly
(Solomon, 2017).
My Consumer Logic of Clothes Purchases at Thrift Store
My clothing is in the category of sincerity, per Understanding the Customer: Personality
and Self Concept. (Tapsell, 2010). A down-to-earth and cheerful appearance is what I strive for
in clothes. Flowers, stripes, and polka-dots are the design of many of my skirts and tops. I pair
basic black top with colorful skirt or vice versa of colorful top and black skirt or long tank top
dress.
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Another trait relevant to consumer behavior discussed in Consumer behavior: Buying,
Having, and Being is frugality. This resource informs there there has been increases in frugality
related to the Great Recession (Solomon, 2017). My personal situation has been impacted by the
recession. I have had to learn to be more aware of what I spend on many items, including
clothes. I can buy high quality slightly used items at the thrift store, as the cost is so low. Skirts
and tops can be purchased for $3.99 or less.
According to Consumer behavior: Buying, Having, and Being, people choose many
products because of the desire to highlight or hide some aspect of the self. I wish to appear more
slim, so I do often incorporate wearing black or navy in an effort to trim down.
With a career as a Web Designer, I like to dress in a manner that is colorful and fun, but is
also practical. I care about comfort as I sit at a desk all day, but still want to look professional.
Long skirts keep my legs warm in office with cool temperatures and also fit in with my role as a
Web Designer. My overall look is bohemian, comfortable, and artsy, which fits my personality
and job choice.
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